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FJ..ocRING EXPERIMENTS 00 '!HE UNDERGROUND 

D Maple wood, one of the f ew which is svitable for the 
conventional slatted f l oors of Underground cars, is 
becaning hard to get and very expensive. As a r esul t 

E 
of this, London Transport are experimenting with new 
flooring materials . 

R 
Vinyl asbes t os tiles and composition flooring are 

being tested on two Dis tric t Line t rains, and trials of 
other f loor coveri ngs will be made in the next few 
months. One of t he most i nteresting expernnents, 

G 
however, involves Piccadilly Line non-dri ving motor car 
9153 in whi ch t he f l oori ng is a beige coloured carpet. 
The edges of t rapdoors and openings are f inis hed with 
polished a luminium strips; as this car is one of t hose 

R 
in a uni t whi ch has been newly trllnmed i n bl ue moquette, 
the effect i s quite an improvement on t he usual 
appearance of a t ube car. I t sean:; that t he change is 
having a beneficial inf l uence on the passengers too 
a corr espondent who has travelled in this car s everal 

o t imes since it was carpeted has noted on each occasion 
t hat the f l oor has been remarkably clean . It will be 
interesting to see whether t hes e good habi ts will 
cont i nue once fami l i arity has done its work. 

U 
The car i s one of the 1959 stock vehicl es, and 

entered service in its carpeted f orm about 13t h 
February 1974 or shortly after. It will be especially 
inter esting to see if carpet can prove durabl e enough 

N 
under present-day conditions - the f i rst time carpets 
have been used on t he Underground since the withdrawal 
of Fi r st Class compartments on the Metropolitan Line, 

D 
which took place as a resul t of wartime conditions fram 
1st February 1940. 

65 



66 VIA HIGHGATE AND WEST END 
by 65 

One of the lIX)re interesting things alxmt the Charing Cross, 
Euston and Hampstead Railway was the provision, from the start, 
of a running junction in tube tunnel; this was the first one 
in the world, in fact, and was provided at Cannen Town to 
direct trains fram Charing Cross to either Highgate or Golders 
Green. 

The junction posed one slight problan however, and thi"J 
was one.of recognising where the trains went. Consequently, i:t 
became the only one of the london Electric Railway group to use 
destination plates fram the start. 

A further difficulty was raised when the links to the City 
and South london Railway were builtin the twenties. Fram the 
m:l'OOnt the links were opened there were both choices at 
Kennington and in both directions at Cannen Town; this pranpted 
the introduction of 'Route' plates in addition to the normal 
destination plates. The original 'standard' tube stock was, of 
course, fitted with destination blinds but the 1926 stock and 
later, were provided with internal destination plate brackets 
to hold two plates. Subsequently the older stocks were 
IIDdified-.

The upper plate position was used to hold the destination 
plate, and the lower one held the route plate. All photographs 
of the era show the route plate displaying VIA CHARING c::ROSS in 
one form or another, and exactly how trains for the old OiiSlR 
route were described must for the time being remain a mystery. 

When the 1938 stock was delivered onto the Northern Line 
(as it had now becane) the opportunity was taken to carpletely 
restock the destination plates, an unusual step partially 
precipitated no doubt by the large increase in available 
destinations caused the the New Works Programne. One of the 
lIX)re interesting aspects of this is the fact that the route 
plates were delivered showing VIA CITY and VIA WEST END. In 
both cases no station of those names existed, presupposing that 
all passengers knew which stations were served by each route. 
Due to the fact that trains for Bushey and Elstree served 
Edgware and yet ran via Highgate (and not Hampstead), plates were 
also provided displaying VIA HIGHGATE AND CITY and VIA HIGHGATE 
AND WEST END. These plates would also have been used in 
Finchley and High Barnet trains. Also a plate was provided 
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showing VIA FINSBURY PARK, for the Moorgate to Alexandra 
Palace and Barnet service, but of course this was never used. 

At the same time, the train describers also showed the 
legends VIA WEST END and VIA CI'lY, but for sane reason, alrIDst 
as suddenly as they appeared, the destination plates suddenly 
vanished. Even quite soon after the war, all photographs show 
the famdlar VIA BANK and VIA CHARING CROSS, in several different 
forms rrdnd you. Years later all the trajn describers were 
altered to show VIA BANK and VIA aIARING CROSS, but in at least 
one case this is ccmparatively recent; . note, however, that only 
describers installed during the New Works Progranme ever showed 
these spurious routes; there is no evidence to suggest that 
any others were altered. 

The problan is, why were these curious route names created 
at all, and why were they obliterated so soon afterwards? 
Indeed, were the destination plates ever used at all (especially 
the Highgate and West End type)? We know the train describers 
showed these rrutes, but did the trains ever show than - the 
plates certainly existed. 

Many staff still refer to Bank trains as City trains, and 
at Kennington there is a sign pointing to the 'City Line' 
platfonn. On the other hand, Charing Cross is always Charing 
Cross, and never West End. 

Can any reader expand on the matter? 
l photographs 
[NG CROSS in ADAPI'ATION AT GREENWICH roR DUAL-FlJEL OPERATION 
old C&SLR 
a mystery. Early in April london Transport gave details of the schEme 

to adapt Greenwich power station to dual-fuel operation, which
thern Line has been expected for sane time. 
canpletely 

tially The station was converted in 1972 fram coal-burning to oil
labIe burning, and allowance was made then in the equipnent design for 
me of the this further adaptation. When this work, which will cost 
Ie route £1.2m, is completed, natural gas will be the principal fuel used, 
END. In and oil stocks will be maintained for standby use. Cheaper 
)posing that running and maintenance costs mean that the switch should soon 
l.Ch route. pay for itself, and, of course, the new systan will also reduce 
;erved dependence on imported fuel. 
), plates were At present, lots Road power station provides the basic load 
TIA HIGHGATE for the Underground, with Greenwich used largely to supply the 
,ed in 
provided 

6. 
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I 

I 

extra power required in the peak hours, and as a standby station. 
After the conversion to dual-fuel operation, Greenwich will be 
able to supply econorndcally a greater share of the load than at 
present. 

Greenwich generating station is equipped with eight gas
turbine alternator sets, each with an optimum rating of llMW 
and a maximum capability of 14. 5MW. '!hese units at present burn 
a light distillate oil which is IlX>re expensive than the heavy oil 
used at Lots Road, but the gas turbines have the capability to 
start fran cold in a few minutes. Natural gas was seen as a 
possible future fuel at Greenwich in place of oil when the station 
was IlX>dernised, and the equipIl:mt was designed so that it could 
be easily adapted to use natural gas when it became available. 
A t that time a suitable supply was not expected to be available 
until the late 1970s. 

'!he energy crisis and escalation of fuel prices has caused 
London Transport to re-examine the fuel position, and it has now 
proved possible to obtain a natural gas supply at Greenwich early 
in 1975. To make use of this, it is necessary to carry out same ; 
civil engineering work to install compressors and pipework to 
deliver gas at the appropriate pressure to each gas turbine, and 
to convert the gas turbines and their control systems for dual-
fuel supplies. It is also necessary to install switchgear, a 
transformer and cables for the electrical supplies required for 
the compressors and remote control facilities with their 
appropriate alarm and control systems. 

After conversion, Greenwich will normally operate on natural 
gas, but the dual-fuel system will provide instant changeover to 
oil if the gas supply is interrupted for any reason. A stock of 
oil sufficient for four weeks operation will be maintained. 

'!he maintenance cycle for each gas turbine unit is planned 
for 4,000 hours at present, but it is expecta:l that this cycle 
will be increased ·to 12-16,000 hours using natural gas. 

'!he new system, which has been approved by the Greater 
ILmdon Council, will not require the a:rployment of any additional 
permanent staff, so that it is obvious that, viewed as a long
term project, the changeover to gas as the primary fuel will 
produce substantial savings - and cut down our dependence on the 
sheikhs! 
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Q S'JXXX EPIlOGUE 
J.S.Morgan 

It was eight 0' clock on a Sunday IOOrning in September 1971; 
the IOOrning mist had cleared, leaving a crisp breeze. As I 
passed the carriage sidings at Ealing CamDn on my way to Acton 
TOwn station, several Q cars stood in a line with their windows 
snashed out; they had made their last trip a week before on the 
East london Line 1 and were now awaiting t~eir last trip to 
Bird's at long Marston. 

I arrived at the station, booked a ticket to Hammersmith 
and made my way down to the platfonn; it was now 08. 15, and the 
only activity was fran the occasional Piccadilly Line Hounslow 
and Uxbridge services. 

A glance up at Ealing CamDn Car Depot reassured my anxiety, 
for out of the depot was meandering a train of Q stock headed 
by a Q'Zl IOOtor; it slowed to a crawl and then accelerated at a 
stupendous rate, the wheels clattered on the points outside 
Acton Town, and it then slowed to a standstill in the platform. 

The cars were all spick and span, newly washed and windows 
clean, the footboards were newly creosoted and very sticky 
looking, but best of all the brasswork on the handrails and 
window beading had been shone up as in the early days of london 
Transport. 

A shrill blow of the all too familiar whistle and she was 
off. The six-car train had been hired for the day by the 
Railway Correspondence and Travel Society, for a tour of the 
District Railway, the train being scheduled to run to Uxbridge, 
Hounslow, Ealing and DIUly other fonner District strongholds, 
~ncing its journey at 10.20 fran Hatnoorsmith Metropolitan 
station. 

Underground stock: had always fascinated me as a child. and 
I remember the two double-ended South Acton cars - those rather 
top-heavy looking vehicles which used to ply between Acton Town 
and South Acton. When the service became uneconomic, LT 
withdrew it and quickly lifted the track; the double-ended cars 
4167 and 4176 were withdrawn equally quickly and were scrapped. 
I often wonder why. if london Transport needed shed pilots. they 
did not rebuild these unique vehicles without windows. 

Considering the time they were built it always amazes me 
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that these vehicles were not built with elliptical roofs; the 
F stock had been a success and it had been built in 1920 - three 
years before Q stock. 

In 1923 the first batch of G class cars emerged fran the 
Gloucester Carriage &: Wagon Co - 42 vehicles; these always 
retained their individuality, having the clerestory roof ending 
with a straight front. The G class were all IOOtor cars; after 
the war they were reIlUlIbered as Q23' s . 

&lne of the L class trailers were owned by the London 
Midland and Scottish Railway, and worked to Upninster over the 
1M3 London Tilbury and Southend roote's new tracks. These cars 
did not became LT property until 1948 on nationalisation. 

'The K class trailers were the first constructed with curved 
roofs, while the M and N classes were the last stock in England 
to be built with clerestory roofs. A variety of companies 
built the cars; Gloucester Carriage &:. Wagon Ccmpany we have 
already IOOntioned; the Binningham Carriage &: Wagon Co built the 
M class, while the L class were built by the Metro-Canmell 
coo:pany, though sane of the latter class were built by Union 
Construction Co at Feltham. 

Several experiIOOnts were carried out on this stock during 
its lifetiIOO. The first of these was the 'not stopping at' 
indicator boards of the late 1920's and early 1930's; 
unfortunate~ the British public have a divine habit of getting 
confused and the new indicator boards were no exception. A 
majority of London Undergroon d passengers don't look before 
they leap even today, and complaints galore came from passen
gers who had either got lost or had mistaken 'not stopping 
at South Kensington' for 'stopping at South Kensington'. 'The 
project was soon abandoned and LT reverted to the old front 
destination board. 

The next experiIOOnt entailed passenger operated doors; 
this did not last all that long either. The idea was that 
passengers should press a large button on the side of the car 
at shoulder height. 'These buttons were painted yellow and 
would operate the individual doors; similar buttons were fitted 
inside the cars - the idea being to lessen the draughts in winter 
by eliminating the opening of doors not required open. Alas, 
once again the British public did not understand, and did not 
always get in, or out, when they wanted to because they did not 
press the button ; also there were occasions when the eQ.uipnent 
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,,,- the 	 failed to work. The experiment was abandoned and the equipnent 
I - three 	 rE!OOved in favour of guard I s operation, although the buttons 

remained in position until the withdrawal of the stock, although 
painted over in red. 

m the 

rays After the war the various stClCY.s which went to fOI1l1 the Q 

, ending stock were rebuilt and the designation Q was brought into use; 

.; after the rebuilding included provision for coupling to other stock, 


notably the new CP, which 	was not previously possible_ 

lon Withdrawals coom3nced with the double-ended South Acton 
rer the cars, as previously :rrentioned; these were' followed in 1964-65 
lese cars by other cars, mainly Q23 IS. The last overhauls of Q cars 
l. 	 took place in 1965-66 when sarra sets were put through Acton 

Works.
il curved 
England Later withdrawals took place in 1967-68-70-71, the 1967-68 
des withdrawals being mainly odd vehicles, but fran 1970-71 the 
have cars were cut up and sold in increasing :nuni:)ers, saoo being 
mIt the cut up at Ealing Camnn, while a large store of Q stock was at 
~1l Ruislip awaiting rEIIDVal to long Marston.,.Jnion To return to the Tour on 12th September 1971. The train 

left Hanmersmith Met at 10.30, running through Paddington, where 
during there were sarra strange glances fran peI1l1anent way workers as 
~ at' the train left the Westbourne flyunder, and straight through to 

Barking via Barbican - one of the centres of the end of steam 
getting on LT. Passing through Whitechapel and Mile End tq,e ,train ran 

A into the bay at Barking, then, after a ten-minute break returned 
~fore to Aldgate East to reverse on to the St Mary 1 s Curve to the East 
lSSen- London Line, running first to New Cross, then back to 
lng Shoreditch - the latter only used in rush hours now and appearing 

The sani-derelict - the connection with BR and Liverpool Street long 
~nt since taken out following the ending of the Eastern Region goods 

service through the Thames Tunnel. 

)rs; After ten minutes at Shoreditch a return journey was made 
:hat down the East london Line, this time to New Cross Gate - then 
1e car back via St Mary's Curve to Liverpool Street for the lunch break: 
and of an hour. 
~ fitted After this break: participants gathered on the platform toin winter await the vintage stock, and saoo delay was experienced due toAlas, members of the public insisting on boarding the train despiteLd not frequent announcanents over the public address systEm that itdid not 

was a special.lUipnent 
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The next port of call was Hounslow via the Circle, and it 

was marvellous to travel through South Ealing, Northfields. 
Boston Manor, Osterley and the Hounslow stations on a District 
train again; the last District service, apart fran the 
centenary train had been in 1964.' 

A quick bit of maintenance revealed that the doors were 
sticky, and after thorough lubrication the doors still were 
sticky; a ten-minute stop ended up a 3Q-minute stop. 

Finally the return to Acton Town commenced, fram whence 
there was a reversal to UXbridge via Rayners Lane. This 
part of the tour was exhilarating - the old Q's certainly showed 
their paces through Sudbury Hill, Rayners Lane and Eastcote, 
with enthusiasts startled and other passengers looking on in awe. 

On arrival at Uxbridge, another ten-minute stop preceded 
the return to Acton Town, where there was another reversal to 
Ealing Broadway, now the only western terminus of the District. 
Then, after a seven-minute stop, back to High Street Kensington 
via Acton Town to reverse for Kensington Olympia - formerly on 
the Outer Circle, and the Middle Circle via LatilDer Road on the 
Metropolitan. Now the District Line has its own bay and only 
uses Olympia for exhibition services. 

A return to High Street Kensington followed, for yet 
another reversal, this tilDe to Richmond - a service originally 
operated between Hammersrrnth and Richmond by the London and 
South Western Railway, the stations between Ravenscourt Park and 
'furnham Green inclusive being leased to LT by Southern Region 
until the mid-1950's. 

Along this section there are tracks formerly used by the 
Willesden-West Kensington coal service, which lasted until 1965 
and was ste~operated until the end. 

After a ten-minute stop at Richmond, there was a return to 
High Street, then the final section of the tour - to Wimbledon 
via Putney Bridge, which provided a further ten-minute break 
at Wimbledon before returning to High Street and the end of the 
day. 

Q stock provided a pause in tilDe for railway enthusiasts 
and historians. When the wind of change was blowing so 
strongly in other railway quarters, the Q's seemed to soldier on 
regardless of impending threat of withdrawal. When one 
boarded the elegant vintage clerestory vehicles one had a feeling 
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of being in the wrong place and had gone back in time 
strangely> to the bizzam and panp and elegance of the"192O's with 
the individual lamp shades and temple type panels ih the Q23~s; 
the Q27's and 31's had a roore m:xlern approach, but still retained 
their pre-1930 elegance. 
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PUSH BUrION DESTlNATICN INDICATOR AT 0XFClID CIRCUS 
V.Badman 

In the March issue of the Journal (p 45) .brief details were 
announced of the new push-button destination indicator 
installed in the circulating area within the ticket barriers in 
the main booking hall at Oxford Circus station. Readers who may 
not have access to this apparatus will be interested in the 
following amplification of this earlier note .. 

The indicator consists of an internally illuminated diagram 
of the whole LT railway systan (similar to the normal wall 
maps) roounted above a console of 285 buttons. The diagram is 
normally brilliantly illuminated from the rear and each station 
is indicated by a spot visual normally extinguished. Also on 
the diagram is a panel of six visuals labelled ''PlatfoIm I" to 

1 
1 "PlatfoIm 6" respectively, corresponding to the six platfonns 

at the station. The console is arranged in 19 columns of 15 
buttons and, with the exception of a fe\V blanks referred to below, 
are engraved in alphabetical order, with a station name. 

A passenger requiring to know the route to his destination 
presses the appropriate destination button. The illumination 
behind the diagram dims slightly and the spot visuals of all 
stations on the route are illuminated. The contrast in bright
ness of the spot visuals and the rest of the diagram indicates in 
a vivid mrumer the route to be taken. The appropriate departure 
platfoIm visual is also illuminated, and interchange stations 
are emphasised by their spot visuals flashing. Releasing the 
button restores the indicator to its normal condition. 

Whether one agrees with the routes offered is another 
matter. For example, the route to Angel is given via the Victoria 
and Northern Lines, changing at King's Cross. In the writer's 
opinion! the interchange at Euston is much quieter, shorter and 
therefore quicker. Other curiosities include the route to London 
Bridge (via Elephant and Castle whereas i1: is thought that via 
Bank would be quicker), Westminster (via Victoria rather than via 
Charing Cross) and Oval (via Stockwell rather than via Waterloo). 
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The oddest of all is that the route to Earl's Court is shown as via 
Victoria but to Hamner~th is via Green Park: I am told that the 
routes shown are those laid down by the former Fares and Charges 
Office (recently renamed the Cam:tercial Office). 

As mentioned. above there are a number of blank buttons, 
namely between Farringdon and Finchley Central; Hatch End and 
Headstone Lane; Headstone Lane and Hendon Central; Leicester 
Square and Leyton; Laughton and Maida Vale. These spare 
buttons are reserved for use in connection with the future extension 
to Heathrow and the new Fleet Line. The buttons will be labelled 
Fenchurch Street, Hatton Cross, Heathrow Central, Lewisham and 
Ludgate Circus respectively. There is also a blank button between 
Oval and Paddington; the console is intended to bea standard one, 
interchangeable for maintenance purposes and/or transfer to 
another station, in which case it would be labelled Oxford Circus. 

It is interesting to note that there is a pushbutton for 
Strand. This provides a route (via Tottenham Court Road) but there 
is also a separate flashing visual (at the bottan of the indicator) 
which bears the legend "Strand Station closed. June 1973-1976". No 
provision, hOM~er, has been made for a pushbutton to be labelled 
Embankment which, as has been announced, is to be the new name for 
the existing Charing Cross (Bakerloo/Circle/District/Northern 
station when the canbined Trafalgar Square/Strand is renamed Charing 
Cross on the opening of the Fleet Line. 

The indicator does not sean to attract nuch attention: maybe 
it is sited in the wrong place. A station official informed me 
that it gets IOOSt use fran enthusiasts like myself! 

A brief description of the prototype indicator was given in 
an issue of liLT News" last autumn, in which it was stated that it 
was designed by London Transport's own signals staff. 

One thought has occurred to me. Why not couple the indicator 
into the local track circuits of the respective lines serving the 
station in such a way that a further visual "Next Train in 1 Minute" 
could be shown? 

'ffiE BACKGROOND 'IO 	'ffiE BRUNEL EXHIBITlOO PR.O..J"ECT 
RalRERHI'ffiE 

The rundown of London's docks and the general rise in land priCes 
along the Thames are not only creating severe econanic and social 
problans for the local people but also threaten to erase an important 
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s shown as via part of wndon' s history as a great port. Most of the 
told that the distinctive riverside buildings and warehouses are derelict or 

and Charges demolished and there is now a hot debate over what fOnD 
redevelopnent should take. 

lIttons , 	 In the enthusiasn to build anew it would be a tragedy if all 
End and links with the past are ccm,pletely and suddenly severed, particularly 

icester at a time when 1975 has been designated as European Architectural 
pare Heritage Year. 
lture extension The exceptional history and character of one area of
1 be labelled Rotherhithe calls for particularly imaginative proposals to reverseisham and the present process of decay and demolition. Until recently theoutton between river dominated the employment and lives of the community. Fromstandard one, Rotherhithe the Pilgrim Fathers set sail for America and the crewfer to of the Mayflower are buried in St. Mary's churchyard. It was for"ford Circus. long a major centre of boat-building, while close by is wndon' s 
tton for first great dock, now part of the redundant Surrey nooks. Almost 
load) but there 100 years ago work started there on what was to be Marc BruneI's 
the indicator) crowning achievement, the Thames 'funnel. In its time it drew 
73-1976" . No lJX)re international interest than the Great Exhibition and caused 
be labelled 	 the elder BruneI to live there for 14 years, while his son, 
new name for Isambard, was in charge of construction. Today the tunnel is 
~rthern used by the East wndon Section of the Metropolitan Line of the 
renamed Charing Undergroond while above the remains of the pump house, workshop 

and great shaft stand decaying and closed to the public 
although it is now listed as a building of historic interest.tltion: maybe 

informed me The character of the area comes in part from the fine 
eighteenth century church and the schoolhouse, and the fmoous 
Mayflower Inn, set off and enhanced by the other buildings andas given in particularly the warehouses that flank the narrow end of Rotherated that it hithe Street. Nicolson's Guide to the Thames states that "Amidst 
the tall warehouses and damp alleys, the street has an a1::m:::Ephere 


the indicator all of its own". The Dockland Study carmissioned by the 

serving the Department of the Enviromnent singled out the area and went as 


in in 1 Minute" 	 far as saying that it was "one that has considerable organic 
relationship between the handsome buildings and the spaces 
between than and the narrow roads and passages that serve the 
area. Great design skill is required in the area if these 
qualities are to be retained". 

The Project's Proposals 

;e in land prices As a first step towards conserving s~ of the buildings, it 
~ and social is proposed to set up a museum concerned with the lives and 
!Be an important 

.. 
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achievements of the Brunels, and to landscape the surrounding 
area, which at present is an eyesore. The pump house \\OUld be 
renovated and converted to house a permanent exhibition. This 

Dear Sir:would tell the dramatic story of the tunnel and show for the first 
time the full contribution that the Brunels made to technological I HI 
progress. It would also cannan::>rate their long association with E.L.L. to 
Rotherhithe. Additional facilities would be provided nearby and of a cont]
consideration is being given to building a new type of dame 

If i'structure over the great shaft. The museum is expected'to draw 
why is itvisitors fram far and wide and provide a useful resource for local 
and CfJ/UJschools, because of the great interest in the Brunels and the many 
FUrthertOOlfine buildings in the area. 
used '38 ~ 

The area round the punp house would be cleared and turned into 
I COlan outdoor exhibition area where people could sit, look at 

cars in s~sculptures and perhaps a fountain, and admire views of the river. 
especiall~It is hoped that the adjoining street can be closed off to traffic 
wheel era.so that people can walk through the old warehouse in Rotherhithe St 
travellerland on to Southwark Park. It is also intended to build a pier to 
Transportprovide access fram the river and possibly a semi-permanent mooring 
fit the Gfor historic vessels, to form an extension of the museum itself. 
recall,Great care would be taken to ensure that such i tans as lamps and Dc 

to seven cbenches enhanced the period abnosphere of the area. 
Society me 

Personalia In furthe: 
lengtheniJThe project is supported by a number of organisations, 
This woulcincluding our own Society, the Bermondsey and Rotherhithe SOCiety, 

the Bermondsey Trades Council, the Greater wndon Industrial I W01 
Archaeology Society, the Subterranean Survey Association, and the the scrap]
River Thames Society. In addition, the Victorian Society has is },Jranatl
expressed interest, and the wndon Borough of Southwark and the raiSing tl 
Greater london Council are keeping in touch with develo:rrrents. is hardly
The project has a distinguished advisory group, including two MP's, the Fleet 
Robert Adley and Bob Mellish, L.T.C. Rolt, who wrote the fine therefore 
biography of LK. BruneI, and a family descendant Sir Marc BruneI it will b 
Noble. There is also a local camrl.ttee on which the Rector of St. be lowere 
Mary · s Church serves. Nicholas Falk, local government researcher, track low 
conceived the plan, and the collection of exhibits is in the of PUttiIli 
hands of Michael Lloyd, a civil engineer. all of wh 

In v 
becomes a 
Met or Di 
with the 
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lEITERS TO TIffi EDITOR 

12.1.74 

Dear 	Sir: 

I find the announcement of the transfer of COP cars from the 
E.L.L. to the District, and replacement by 1938 Tube Stock, somewhat 
of a contradiction to L.T.E. policy of scrapping District Line stock. 

If it is practical to keep the ex-E.L.L. COP stock in service, 
why is it not also possible to maintain the later 1947/49 R Stock, 
and CD/CP Stock, which is now being scrapped, in running order? 
Furthermore, why is it possible to keep older and more intensively 
used '38 Tube Stock in running order, but not R Stock? 

I consider L.T.E. should be doing all it can to keep as many 
cars in service, and trains as long as possible. This is 
especially so in view of staff shortages, the problem with the, 
wheel cracks found in sane District stock, and a likely increase in 
travellers using the Underground because of problems on other 
Transport fronts. This scrapping policy does not appear to me to 
fit the G.L.C. policy of improving the Underground. So far as I 
recall, no public reason has been given for reducing District trains 
to seven cars. I recall a prominent staff member saying at a 
Society meeting that it was L.T.E. policy to get eight-car trains. 
In furtherance of this aim, L. T.E. ought to have a policy of 
lengthening all platforms to take 8-car trains over, say, ten years. 
This would go a long way to improving travel on all lines. 

I would have thought stock had a life of 40 years; thus 
the scrapping of '38 tube stock, '38, '47 and '49 surface stock 
is vremature and a waste of public money. Likewise the cost of 
raising the level of the track on the E.L.L. is an expense which 
is hardly justified, unless the whole of the E.L.L. is to be part of 
the Fleet Line, which at present is not the case. I would 
therefore expect that, when the 1938 tube stock expires on this line 
it will be replaced with ex-R stock, thus requiring the track to 
be lowered! It would be interesting to know if the cost of this 
track lowering and refurbishing the tube stock is less than the cost 
of putting back into service the withdrawn ex-District stock, not 
all of which has yet left for Long Marston. 

In view of this stock change, I suggest the East London 
becanes a line in its own right. It can hardly be included in the 
Met or District Lines. A map colour of fawn would be alright, 
with the Bakerloo in dark brown. 
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I would be interested to know the rrumber 01 trains of each 

stock type, on each Line, needed to maintain services (prior to 
the cuts because of staff shortages) and the number of reserve JoUl 
formations. so t 

witt10 Copthall Road Yours faithfully, 
cre!:UBIO 8SD J. Echlin 
the 
werE 
beer6.3.74 
reac 

Dear Mr. Davis: Fric 
LinET. V. Advert for the Recruitment of Guards on the Undergrrund 
San 

I wonder how many readers of the Journal will have noticed that con1 
the desination indicator at the front of the,train shows: 

MILL HILL EAST VIA BANK 
madEbut the one at the rear shows: 
pri~FIN:m.EY CENTRAL 

.Ce11 
Flat 7, The Beeches, Yrurs sincerely, by tl 
9/17 Trinder Road disa 
London Nl9 4Ql' P. Foltz 

Extr 
loud 
'Ibis 

Sir: Stop at Mansion House 16 March 1974 deta 
All trains stop or nearly stop at Mansion Hruse on Christmas 

Day and on other days when the station is closed to avoid the 
possibility of derailment when passing over the sharp curves. ro.(
For the same reason trains stop or nearly stop at Covent Garden (Neaon Sundays. invi 
167 Cornwall Road H. V. Borley at \\ 
Ruislip 22.C 

Join 
whic 

Editor1s Note A number of other letters have been received on Brun 
the subject of the Mansion House stop - all giving different Ol.C 
views and caning to different conclusions. Without a canpletely Soci 
authori tative answer, stating srurces, there is little point in priv 
printing these - but perhaps it should be mentioned that M.A.C. cam 
Horne in a lengthy letter states that the instruction was in the the 
1915 District Rule Book, and carnes to the conclusion that it may reCE 
well be a genuine courtesy stop. 

http:FIN:m.EY
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ior to 
serve Journal It is regretted that the last issue of the Journal was 

so badly produced. The typeface was changed by the Printer 
without any reference to the Society or the Editor, thereby 
creating an odd issue in mid-year, and as will have been noted 
the layout was appalling. Apart fran spelling errors, there 
were two very unfortunate mistakes in the text: what shoold have 
been the last line of P. ED is missing altogether; this should have 
reM "under the bonnets." Then, in The Timetable on P. 64, under 
Friday night/Saturday IlX)rning 3rd/4th May, reference made in 
Line 5 of this announcement to the Film Show commencing at 22.00und 
Saturday evening; this should be, as is fairly obvious fran the 

d that context, Friday evening. 

I t so happens that, due to the very nuch increased charges 
made by Celtic Mailways, the Society has been forced to change its 
pri~ters, and' the April issue was the last to be produced by 
Celtic; it is a great pity that this final issue to be printed 
by a firm which has served us so well for so long was such a 
disaster. 

Extra Mural Course Advance notice is given of the University of 
London Extra Mural Course on "Treasures of Underground London". 
This J course will commence on the 2nd October 1974, and further 
details will be appearing in these pages nearer the starting date. 

llristmas 
l the '!BE TIMETABlE 
ves. ro.oo Friday 3rd May in the Council Chani>er, Brent Town Hall
Garden (Nearest Underground station - Wembley Park). TLURS members are 

invited by the Wembley History Society to attend their meeting, 
at which a Talk will be given on the British Transport Police. 
22.00 Friday 3rd .May in St. Mary's Church Hall, Rotherhithe; a 
Joint Meeting with the BruneI Exhibition Project, Rotherhithe, 
which will take the form of a Film Show devoted to films on the 

Lved on Brunels. The films will be follONed by hot refreshments. 
:-ent 01.00 Saturday 4th May. By courtesty of London Transport the 
:mpletely Society, together with the members of the BruneI Project, will be 
)int in privileged to take part in a Walk throogh the Thames Tunnel in 
liLA.C. cooIQEllnra,tiQn of the sesquicentenary of cannencement of work on 

:; in the the tunnel.. This Walk is fully booked; successful applicants will 
t it may receive full details of the arrangements throogh the post. 
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~£ON'e 

17.40 'lIErJrsday !th May Meet in the BR side booking hall at 
Moorgate for a Trip by Eastern Region train over the Widened Lines 
to Palmers Green via Finsbury Park. This trip is intended as a 
prelude to 

""Et)N'E
18.30 approx. ~ay ~th May Visit to the Piccadilly Line Extension 
Exhibition at the Broomfield Museum, Palmers Green (in Broomfield 
Park) . Anyone wishing to visit the Exhibiton but unable to jOin the 
Society party should note that it is on until 11th May, and opening 
times are Tuesday-Friday 10.00-2).00; Saturday and Sunday 10.00-18.00; 
closed on ~londays. 
19.00 for 19.15 Friday 10th May at Hammersmith Tbwn Hall; a talk by 
DOnald Gourlay on lIThe Work of LT's Estates Department" . This is 
one aspec1: of London Transport which has never been looked into by 
the Society - and it is becaning a very important sphere in these 
days of enhanced property values. Donald Gourlay is a highly 
entertaining speaker, and is sure to make what might appear to 
be a dry subject interesting. 
11.00 Saturday 11th May Tour of the north-eastern end of the 
Central Line, led by the President, Harry W. Paar and Chris 
Johnson and Edward Treby. There has been a slight change of plan 
for this tour; please note that it will now cam:ence fran the Booking 
Hall of Leyton station at 11.00, not Leytonstone as previously 
announced. Advance booking is not necessary, but anyone wishing to 
obtain a special ticket, thus avoiding the necessity of re-
booking at every station where the party alights and leaves the 
station, must advise Harry W. Paar AT ONCE. His address is 65 Oak 
Lodge Avenue, Chigwell, Essex. 
11.00-18.00 Sunday 19th May Stand at London Transport's Gala Day 
and Collector's Market at Syon Park, Brentford. The market will 
be held in the Thames Hall at Syon Park between the times stated, 
and the London Transport Collection will be open as usual between 
10.00 and 19.00 with the last tickets being sold one hour before 
closing time. Combined tickets to the Market and the Collection 
wi 11 cost 30p (Child 2Op); tickets to the Market only will be lOp. 
Tickets may be obtained in advance fran any LT Travel Enqiry Office, 
fran the Poster Shop at 280 Old Marylebone Road, NWl, and fran the 
London Transport Collection, Syon Park, Brentford. Also by Post 
fran the CalInercial Manager, LT, 55 Broadway, London SWI co) , 

enclosing remittance and sae. 
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